Stem cell therapies for ischemic stroke: current animal models, clinical trials and biomaterials
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Ischemic stroke is one of the most common causes of death. A brain that has suffered a stroke is significantly damaged due to the transient interruption of blood supply. Stroke survivors suffer from stroke-induced cognitive, motor and psychiatric problems that require increased use of the health care system, which results in a very poor quality of life and a heavy emotional and financial burden for patients and their families. Although rehabilitation can ameliorate some behavioral abnormalities, it does not significantly improve stroke symptoms. Neuroregeneration may be the principle process for replenishing of lost brain functions. Stem cell therapy is a novel approach to restore neurological function following ischemic stroke. Our goal in this review is to briefly introduce the pathophysiology of stroke then document the progress of stem cell research, including clinical trials, towards the treatment of ischemic stroke. We highlight the promising applications of biomaterials to enhance the therapeutic effect of stem cell therapy in stroke treatment. As biomaterials provide efficient scaffolds for the growth and differentiation of stem cells, they may guarantee the quality and yield of stem cells for grafting. Furthermore, biomaterials also provide a convenient method for delivering the stem cells to be transplanted. This review provides direction for future research to combine tissue engineering approaches with stem cell therapy for the treatment of stroke.

1. Introduction

Stroke is one of the most common causes of death in developed countries, and occurs primarily in the elderly population with a higher risk in males. Ischemic stroke occurs when any of the many arteries perfusing the brain is occluded, resulting in anoxic damage to the portion of the brain supplied by the occluded artery. Even if there is reperfusion of the ischemic tissue, the presence of highly oxygenated blood allows for the production of reactive oxygen species which results in oxidative damage. The combination of ischemic and oxidative damage leads to neuronal death, including apoptosis, and loss of neural function. Because the location of the stroke is determined by the vessel that is occluded and frequently spans
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several functional domains, the resulting symptoms are usually a combination of motor, cognitive and psychiatric deficits.\textsuperscript{9–11}

Although there are emerging treatments that restore perfusion to the ischemic brain, including the administration of tissue plasminogen activator to dissolve thrombi and emboli as well as intra-arterial/endovascular procedures to re-canalize blood vessels,\textsuperscript{12–13} these types of treatment primarily serve to reduce stroke mortality. As neurological injury due to ischemia is largely irreversible, it is necessary to develop novel therapeutic approaches to restore lost neurological functions through the regeneration of neurons.\textsuperscript{14} A few studies that have provided evidence on the therapeutic effect of transplantation of different types of stem cells have been documented, in which the stroke symptoms were relieved and the lesion volumes were reduced.\textsuperscript{15,16} These studies suggested that the transplantation of stem cells could be a promising approach for the treatment of stroke. Currently, however, there are still problems associated with stem cell therapies for stroke. In this review, we will highlight the obstacles encountered during the development of such therapies. Transplanted stem cells often struggle to survive after injection, and biomaterials provide a perfect solution as scaffolds/delivery vehicles for cells to safely arrive at the injured sites. We suggest and discuss the applications of biomaterials to stem cell therapy in the treatment of stroke, which may provide a better understanding of the direction of research in the field of stem cell therapy for stroke.

2. Stem cell research in animal models

Although there is a small degree of spontaneous cellular regeneration following ischemic stroke, the amount of regeneration is not sufficient for functional neurological restoration. The administration of exogenous stem cells has the potential to overcome this limitation and provide neurological restoration in the compromised brain following stroke. The transplantation of stem cells from different sources has been evaluated in order to determine their efficacy and safety in the treatment of stroke. The goal of therapy is to develop stem cell therapy for (1) restoring compromised behavioral deficits and (2) restructuring the damaged brain regions. There are five primary stem cell types that are the focus of the development of stem cell therapy of stroke, namely embryonic stem cells (ESCs), neural stem cells (NSCs), mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Table 1 summarizes the usage of different types of stem cells in stem cell therapy research for ischemic stroke.

2.1 Endogenous stem cells

Although stroke induces brain tissue death, as compensation, there is a small degree of new cell formation, particularly neurons, after stroke.\textsuperscript{17} These endogenous stem cells, however, are not sufficient for recovery. In an experimental stroke model in rodents, young rats were shown to exhibit a higher level of new neuron formation, termed neurogenesis, than that in aged rats.\textsuperscript{18} To support neurogenesis after stroke, new blood vessels also form in order to reconstruct the compromised circulation, a process known as angiogenesis.\textsuperscript{19,20} Neurogenesis and angiogenesis are more prevalent in young brains, particularly at the postnatal to adolescent stages. Although most strokes occur in older individuals, limited degrees of neurogenesis and angiogenesis are still detected in adult brains.\textsuperscript{21–22} From the studies of rodents, the neurogenesis triggered by stroke occurs in the subventricular zone (SVZ) and subgranular zone (SGZ).\textsuperscript{23,24} Stem cells or neural progenitor cells (NPCs) divide and differentiate in the SVZ adjacent to the lateral ventricles.\textsuperscript{25} Guided by chemokines such as vascular endothelial growth factors, stem cell factor, and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, NPCs migrate to the penumbra area that surrounds the ischemic lesion.\textsuperscript{26} NPCs are characterized by certain markers such as doublecortin, nestin, Sox2, and others.\textsuperscript{27,28} NPCs derived from the SGZ divide and develop into mature neurons then migrate to the hippocampus and other parts of the limbic system.\textsuperscript{29} Angiogenesis is primarily characterized by the formation of endothelial cells. New blood vessels are formed from pre-existing blood vessels, and elongate to access the sites at which neurogenesis occurs.\textsuperscript{30} De novo blood vessels can also form without the aid of pre-existing blood vessels, a process known as vasculogenesis.\textsuperscript{31}
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2.2 Exogenous stem cells

2.2.1 Embryonic stem cells (ESCs). ESCs, harvested from the inner cell mass of embryos, demonstrate the capability for unlimited self-renewal and a strong potential for differentiation. Hypothetically, ESCs can develop into any cell types depending on the conditions of development. Under specific conditions, ESCs can differentiate into neural lineage.\(^\text{23–24}\) For instance, the administration of fibroblast growth factor 2, but not epidermal growth factor and leukemia inhibitory factor, induces the differentiation of ESCs to neuronal cell types, which express glutamatergic, GABAergic or dopaminergic markers.\(^\text{24}\) Thus, ESCs are considered to be a promising source of stem cells for transplantation into the degenerating brain. One early study showed that intrastriatal grafting of mouse ESCs, conditioned to differentiate into neuronal like cells, rescued the ischemic lesion and partially restored motor function in a middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) rat model of ischemic stroke.\(^\text{35}\) Another approach is to apply ESCs directly to the cerebral cortex, which is usually severely damaged from stroke lesion. The application of this technique successfully improved the motor and sensory function of rats following MCAO stroke induction.\(^\text{36}\) Due to the remarkable ability for self-renewal and differentiation, however, malignant transformation or tumorigenesis induced by ESCs prevents the grafting of ESCs that are used to treat of stroke.\(^\text{37}\)

2.2.2 Neural stem cells (NSCs). NSCs harvested from post-natal animals may provide a less proliferative but more neural specific stem cell for transplantation. Unfortunately, the yield of NSCs obtained from an individual rodent is quite small as the cells are only found in the SVZ and SGZ. To overcome this obstacle, induced differentiation of ESCs can provide a higher yield of NSCs. Partially differentiated ESCs, namely ESC-derived NSCs, were developed to reduce the risk of tumorigenesis as observed in the transplantation of ESCs as discussed earlier.\(^\text{38}\) Neural specific conditions are first applied to allow the ESCs to differentiate into neural related cell types prior to transplantation.\(^\text{22–24}\) The subsequent transplantation of ESC-derived NSCs into the rat cortex improved MCAO-induced asymmetric limb usages, improved the latency on the rotarod task for motor control, and even reduced the volume of the stroke lesion.\(^\text{39}\)

2.2.3 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). MSCs are not as limited, in terms of their potential for differentiation and self-renewal, as NSCs. Their wider availability also makes MSCs an attractive option for stem cell therapy of stroke. MSCs are stem cells, typically derived from bone marrow, placenta, heart and adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, and pancreas tissue, all of which are broadly distributed in the body thus making them easier to harvest.\(^\text{40–43}\) Although MSCs originate from bone marrow, they have the potential to differentiate into neural cell types.\(^\text{44}\) A number of studies concerning the application of MSCs in rodent models of stroke have been published, which document the improvement of motor and cognitive symptoms.\(^\text{45–47}\) Instead of differentiating into neural cells to restore the motor deficits in the stroke models,\(^\text{48}\) transplantation of MSCs could induce multiple mechanisms of stroke recovery. For instance, transplantation of MSCs into MCAO stroked rats also produces motor recovery via an increase of angiogenesis.\(^\text{47}\) Interestingly, MSC therapy can also reduce stroke-induced apoptosis.\(^\text{46}\) In addition to direct differentiation into neural cell types, MSCs mediate the release of neurotrophic factors, such as brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which further promote stroke recovery.\(^\text{46}\) Additionally, genetically modified MSCs which overexpress BDNF promise better therapeutic effects than unmodified MSCs.

The therapeutic effect of bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMMNCs) in stroke has also been frequently studied in rodent models of ischemic stroke. In a rat MCAO model, transplantation of BMMNCs at the early stages of stroke reduced infarct volume, oxidative damage, and neuroinflammation, and the effects were enhanced by valproic acid.\(^\text{49}\) Furthermore, 5-fluorouracil pre-treated BMMNCs were also effective in reducing stroke lesion volume.\(^\text{50}\) Recently, MSCs from human dental pulp stem cells were found to have a more potent effect on the protection of ischemic human astrocyte and in the rodent stroke model,\(^\text{51–52}\) thus indicating that it could be a better source of MSCs.\(^\text{51}\)

Current research now focuses on alternative administration routes of MSCs. Instead of focal administration of MSCs into stroked brains, systemic administration of MSCs may provide a less invasive approach for the delivery of stem cells. The safety of intra-arterial infusion of human bone marrow-derived MSCs into the external carotid artery in the MCAO rat brain model has been documented.\(^\text{14}\) Although there was only a transient peak distribution of transplanted MSCs in the brain, a significantly higher amount of MSCs was documented in the ipsilesional cerebral cortex. Another remarkable study investigating
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Table 1  Comparison of the different types of stem cells developed to date, and their likelihood to induce immune reaction and tumorigenesis, proliferative ability, differentiability and general efficacy for stroke therapy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem cell</th>
<th>Sources/example</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESC(^{32–37})</td>
<td>Fetus</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSC(^{32,34,38,39})</td>
<td>Fetus</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC(^{40–50,55})</td>
<td>e.g. bone marrow</td>
<td>4(^a)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSC(^{35–38})</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPSC(^{50–61})</td>
<td>e.g. fibroblast</td>
<td>4(^a)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) When the MSCs and iPSCs are derived from the recipients’ somatic cells, there is hypothetically no immune response.
intravenous administration of allogenic MSCs derived from bone marrow and adipose tissue also demonstrated functional recovery following stroke.32 Furthermore, MSC transplants were also associated with a reduction in apoptosis and increase in cellular plasticity. These findings strongly suggested that peripheral administration of MSCs is possibly a safe and effective approach for stem cell transplantation.

2.2.4 Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). These are another type of MSCs derived from bone marrow, which differentiate into different red blood cells and lymphoid cells.36 HSCs are also one of the cell populations found in BMMNCs. In an MCAO mouse model, HSCs reduced the ischemic infarct volume at the cerebral cortex.37 Under the stimulation of granulocyte-colony stimulating factor and stem cell factor, HSCs reduced atrophy in the ipsilesional cerebral hemisphere in a hypoxia-ischemia model.38 These findings suggest that HSCs are also potentially beneficial for ameliorating ischemic stroke induced degeneration.

2.2.5 iPSCs. Another source which guarantees a high yield of stem cells is to reprogram somatic cells to become iPSCs. By using four crucial factors, namely Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc and Klf4, somatic cells can be induced to exhibit the morphology of ESCs and express related markers.39 It has been shown that intradural transplantation of iPSCs into the brain of an MCAO rat improves motor performance for the rotarod task.40 Furthermore, human fibroblast-derived iPSCs grafted to rats following MCAO stroke injury managed to migrate to the lesioned area and partially restore sensorimotor function.41 Although the use of iPSCs in stroke treatment is relatively new, their properties of rapid proliferation and multipotential differentiation indicate that iPSCs are very promising for stroke treatment.

3. Clinical application of stem cells towards stroke

3.1 Current trials

The clinical safety, including tumorigenesis and the immune response, of stem cells therapies for stroke has been reported in a series of studies.62,63 In one clinical study, autologous MSCs were intravenously delivered months after stroke.44 In this study, the lesion volume detected by MRI was reduced by 20%. Remarkably, there was no tumorigenesis, abnormal cell growth or venous embolism observed. The safety of this study and another similar pilot clinical trial demonstrated the encouraging potential of the application of MSCs in clinical settings.55 In another clinical study on stem cell therapy for acute stroke, mononuclear cells derived from bone marrow improved the clinical outcomes as shown by a reduction in the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score 6 months after grafting.66

As mentioned previously, there are numerous studies on the efficacy of bone marrow-derived mononuclear cells in rodent models of stroke.49,50 Promising results have led to clinical trials of the BMMNCs. For instance, in a clinical study of autologous BMMNCs, the transplanted BMMNCs improved the prognosis of functional recovery in patients with chronic stroke (Table 2).57

The intravenous transplantation of autologous BMMNCs was also proven to be clinically safe in a pilot clinical trial,48 unfortunately there was no significant therapeutic effect in the patients (Table 2).49 In a later stage clinical study, autologous BMMNCs improved the cerebral blood flow and neurological recovery (Table 2).70 Although the restorative effect of BMMNCs only shows a small degree of therapeutic effect and remains controversial, clinical trials involving MSCs are the focus of development of stem cell therapies for stroke.52,63,65-67,69-71 Specifically, two meta-analyses of the efficacy of transplantation of autologous BMMNCs (one pre-clinical and another based on single arm proportional meta-analysis) in stroke patients have been reviewed.72,73

Currently, ReNeuron, a British based company, is sponsoring a phase I clinical trial investigating the clinical usage of a novel NSC, CTX0E03, in stroke treatment, and it has recently been announced that the study has been completed. Although the company has not disclosed any results, the phase II stage of the study of CTX0E03 has been registered. Table 2 contains a summary of the recent clinical trials of stem cell therapies for stroke.

3.2 Obstacles

3.2.1 Immune response. Transplantation of any foreign cells, including stem cells, leads to an immune reaction. This significantly reduces the survival rate of transplanted stem cells, which are removed by the immune system. Although immunosuppressants can partially eliminate this unwanted effect, transplant cell loss cannot be avoided if transplanting ESCs, NSCs or MSCs from another individual donor. However, the administration of iPSCs derived from the somatic cells of the transplant recipient, HSCs or MSCs could overcome this immune reaction.71 Somatic cells, such as fibroblasts, can first be obtained from the patient and subsequently reprogrammed to function as optimal stem cells such as NSCs, using molecular interference approaches. As mentioned earlier, the reprogramming of stem cells can be induced by the transfection of Oct3/4, Sox2, c-Myc and Klf4 factors.72 Additional molecular techniques, such as the introduction of genes for the expression of neurotrophic factors, can also be applied. iPSCs can thus provide immune reaction-free and specifically tailored stem cell therapy. As mentioned above, MSCs can be obtained from various peripheral tissues of an individual.44 Thus, autologous MSCs are another potential source of stem cells that produce a less severe immune reaction following transplantation.44 Interestingly, some studies showed that there were no such immune problems in the transplantation of allogenic stem cells. For instance, allogenic mesenchymal stem cells did not induce any immune rejection after transplantation in a myocardial infarction in rats.75 However, immune rejection is still a major consideration particularly in the clinical trials of neurological diseases. Furthermore, immune suppression is still included in the protocols of clinical trials.77

3.2.2 Ethical issues. The utilization of ESCs triggers a lot of ethical debate as the cells for clinical use are obtained from aborted or deceased embryos. The legislatures in many
Table 2  Major clinical trials investigating stem cell therapies for stroke treatment. Each trial is identified by its international registration code. The locations and testing stem cell types are also provided. Some of these trials have been reported as indicated while those that are yet not reported are indicated as “Pending”. Those studies that finished without announcing any following up, including whether the data is under analysis, in the NIH database are indicated as “no information”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial ID</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Completion date</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NCT00473057</td>
<td>Brazil MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>No information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NCT01501773</td>
<td>India MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Clinical safety and efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NCT00761982</td>
<td>Spain MSC: CD34+</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Clinical safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NCT00535197</td>
<td>UK MSC: CD34+</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>No information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NCT01297413</td>
<td>USA MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NCT01310114</td>
<td>USA MSC: PDA001</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>No information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NCT01438329</td>
<td>Mexico MSC: adipose derived cells</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NCT01678534</td>
<td>Spain MSC: adipose derived cells</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Clinical safety and efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NCT00859014</td>
<td>USA MSC: mononuclear cells</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Clinical safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NCT01028794</td>
<td>Japan Autologous BMMNC</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>No information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>NCT01518231</td>
<td>PRC Hematopoietic SC</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>No information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>NCT01438593</td>
<td>Taiwan MSC: CD34+</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NCT02065778</td>
<td>India Autologous BMMNC</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Clinical safety, iPSCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NCT01151124</td>
<td>UK NSC: CTX0E03</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>NCT01832428</td>
<td>India MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NCT01461720</td>
<td>Malaysia MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>NCT01273337</td>
<td>USA MSC: BMSC (ALD-401)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>NCT01436487</td>
<td>USA &amp; UK Multistem cells</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>NCT01287936</td>
<td>USA SB623</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>NCT01849887</td>
<td>USA MSC: BMSC</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>NCT01714167</td>
<td>PRC BMSC</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>NCT01468064</td>
<td>PRC BMSC and EPC</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>NCT01716481</td>
<td>Korea MSC</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>NCT00875654</td>
<td>France MSC</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

countries have discussed and established regulations regarding the research and clinical use of embryonic tissues. In order to avoid this conflict, iPSCs can serve as a suitable option as they not only reduce the risk of an immune response, but also circumvent any ethical conflicts. Similarly, autologous MSCs, currently highlighted as the main focus of stem cell research for stroke treatment, are another option that are not subject to the ethical debate because the stem cells originate from the recipient rather than a fetal or embryonic source.

3.2.3 Routes. The efficacy of stem cell transplantation is closely related to the route and location of grafting. Stem cells are directly and invasively applied to, or adjacent to, the infarcted region, but most studies are intravenous. For the safety of recipients, intravenous injection is a better approach while many studies adopt the peripheral transplantation of stem cells. This allows stem cells to grow and differentiate at locations near to the stroke penumbra. Although both endogenous and exogenous stem cells are capable of migrating to the affected regions, the efficiency of stem cell migration varies under different conditions. Instead of intracranial administration of stem cells, in which a craniotomy is usually needed, the delivery of stem cells into the circulation system, particularly for MSCs, provides a less invasive treatment option. However, any experimental protocol must take precautions to prevent the formation of embolisms from the transplanted cells.

3.2.4 Age. Age is a possible limiting factor in efficacious stem cell therapy. In most of the studies investigating stem cell therapies in animal models of stroke, young animals are usually utilized since it is methodologically easier. As most clinical cases of stroke occur in the elderly population however, it is more clinically realistic to use stroke models of aged animals. Complete spontaneous recovery from stroke can be observed in rat models using young subjects, while only minimal improvement is detected in aged rats. Furthermore, the pool of endogenous stem cells or precursor cells located in the SVZ is reduced by half in aged brains relative to young brains. This also implies that the environment in the brain of an aged rat is not particularly supportive for stem cell growth, which also results in a lower yield of functional stem cells.

3.2.5 Critics of current research into stem cell therapies for stroke treatment. Several systematic reviews with meta-analyses of stem cell therapies for ischemic stroke have been published based on both clinical and pre-clinical studies. Despite a robust and consistent improvement in the behavioral outcomes in pre-clinical studies, the meta-analyses indicate that the therapeutic effects of stem cell therapies in patients are modest, thus indicating a need to optimize the conditions of stem cell based approaches for stroke treatment. Further complicating the matter, clinical trials investigating stem cells are typically small and not randomized, thus casting doubt upon the validity of the findings. Randomized controlled trials on a larger scale are required to confirm the effectiveness of stem cell therapies for stroke.

Most of the systematic reviews cited the difficulties in conducting these analyses due to the significant heterogeneity in
those clinical studies. For instance, the difference types of stem cells used, with or without genetic modifications, different numbers of stem cells transplanted, varied locations of grafting, diverse baseline patient characteristics, measurement of outcomes, etc. make a fair comparison difficult to conduct.87

Furthermore, several systematic reviews were critical of the fact that most of the stem cell studies did not report graft cell survival in the brain and generally reported that cell therapy-mediated adverse events were not observed. These findings raise further concerns regarding publication bias.86

3.2.6 Measures to overcome the obstacles. There are numerous clinical trials that investigate the clinical therapeutic effects of different types of stem cells. Most of these demonstrate clinical safety and potential efficacy. However, some of the trials did not show efficacy in clinical treatment. Therefore, other approaches are needed to facilitate the therapeutic efficacy of stem cells in the treatment of stroke. As discussed previously, the use of iPSCs derived from the somatic cells harvested from the recipient of stem cell transplantation may eliminate the immune reactions and avoid ethical conflict. However, there are still no promising approaches to solving the problems relating to transplantation routes and the ages of the stroke patients. These issues affect the quality of stem cell growth and consequently hamper the promising therapeutic effects of transplanted stem cells. Accordingly, research into the applications of biomaterials is now gaining more attention in order to facilitate the growth of stem cells and develop a more reliable route for administration into damaged brains following an ischemic insult.

4. Facilitation of stem cell therapy in stroke by tissue engineering and application of biomaterial

A biomaterial, as defined by Prof. David Williams, is “a substance that has been engineered to take a form which, alone or as part of a complex system, is used to direct, by control of interactions with components of living systems, the course of any therapeutic or diagnostic procedure.”88 Biomaterials have been used since the dawn of mankind. For example, nacre, also known as mother-of-pearl, was first used as a dental implant in the ancient Mayan civilization.89 The modern era of biomaterials started in the 1940s when Sir Harold Ridley used poly(-methyl methacrylate) in intraocular lenses.90 Since that time, biomaterials have been applied successfully as scaffolds for tissue engineering and as delivery vehicles for drugs, proteins and genes. Since people have become aware of the problems associated with stem cell therapy, namely, low cell survival and inefficient neuronal cell differentiation, biomaterial-based scaffolds have been used to tackle such problems. To date, several biomaterials have been used (Table 3), including alginate,91 collagen,92 dextran,93 hyaluronan/methyl cellulose (HAMC),95-96 gelatin,97 and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA).98-100 These biomaterials are either synthetic or natural polymers. Other types of biomaterials, such as ceramics and metals, are not suitable for brain tissue engineering due to the density and consistency of neural tissue. In this section, we will first address the desirable properties a biomaterial should possess for repairing or replacing brain tissue using six types of biomaterials as examples. Then we will look at the key properties of biomaterials that can influence stem cell proliferation and differentiation. Finally, we will describe the current strategy that combines two approaches, tissue engineering scaffolds and drug delivery vehicles, into one (Fig. 1).

4.1 Desired biomaterials for brain tissue engineering

The ideal biomaterial for use in brain tissue engineering should be biocompatible, biodegradable, should not generate an immune system reaction, and should not induce neurotoxicity.75 We will use six commonly used biomaterials as examples to illustrate these points.

4.1.1 Alginate. Alginate is a natural polymer that can be refined from brown seaweed. It contains two monomeric units, β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G). It is anionic which allows it to easily form a hydrogel upon addition of divalent cations such as Ca2+.101 Alginate hydrogel has been extensively used in various biomedical applications including tissue engineering, cell therapy and drug delivery.101,102 Over the years, results in the literature have shown that alginate is biocompatible and biodegradable. In general, little or no immune response was detected towards alginate implants.103 However, high M content alginites have been shown to be immunogenic.104 Regarding neurotoxicity, one study showed that alginate protects neurons against H2O2-induced neurotoxicity.105 Alginate hydrogel was used as a carrier in a system of sustained release of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). The VEGF released from the hydrogel injected into the stroke-infarcted areas of the brains of rats reduced the stroke-induced asymmetric motion.92

4.1.2 Collagen. Collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals. Thus far, twenty-eight sub-types of collagen have been identified.106 The most commonly used sub-type in biomaterials is collagen type I. Collagen has high hydroxyproline content and a typical triple helix structure. Collagen type I is also a major component of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Therefore, it can support cell attachment, cell spread and proliferation. It is biocompatible and biodegradable. Collagen products from animal sources are immunogenic.107,108 As collagen is a major component of the ECM, collagen-induced neurotoxicity is not expected. In a rat model of stroke transplanted with a complex of neural stem cells (NSCs) and collagen type I, neurological stroke severity for evaluation of the motor and sensory deficit of the rodents was significantly reduced and synaptogenesis was increased.93 Beneficial effects such as structural and functional recovery of the neural tissue were found.

4.1.3 Dextran. Dextran is a polysaccharide that can be used as a hydrogel109 as well as a microcarrier.110 GE healthcare produces two dextran-based microcarriers: CytoDex® 1 and CytoDex® 3. CytoDex® 3 is a dextran microcarrier with a gelatin coating. Dextran is biocompatible111 and biodegradable112 (with proper modification). It is also not immunogenic or neurotoxic.
Dextran has a long history in the treatment of stroke dating back to the 1960s. Infusion of dextran 40 (Rheomacrodex, hydrogel form) exhibited beneficial effects in patients; embolization in the peripheral circulation is highly eliminated. In another study, dextran-based microcarriers (Cytodex® 3) were used as scaffolds for rat adrenal chromaffin cells capable of secreting dopamine. The cell-attached dextran beads were implanted into the brains of rats and beneficial effects were observed.

### 4.1.4 Hyaluronan/methyl cellulose (HAMC)
HAMC is a blend of hyaluronan (HA) and methyl cellulose (MC). HAMC is a hydrogel developed by Molly S. Shoichet’s group at the University of Toronto. This material is unique compared to other hydrogel materials because it is fast-gelling and injectable. Up to now, results in the literature have demonstrated that this material is biocompatible and biodegradable. It also does not generate major immune reactions nor does it induce neurotoxicity. One study showed that HAMC administered as a drug delivery carrier for erythropoietin (EPO) in a rat model of stroke resulted in the reduction of infarct volume, elimination of astrocytic and microglial activation, and promotion of neurogenesis. Interestingly, HAMC treated alone without EPO also produced a similar therapeutic effect.

### 4.1.5 Gelatin
Gelatin is a denatured form of collagen. It is biocompatible, biodegradable and does not induce neurotoxicity. Similar to collagen, it is questionable whether gelatin derived from animal sources should be used as it could cause some immune system reactions, such as allergy. Gelatin-based microcarriers have been used as cell culture scaffolds. Human retinal pigment epithelial (hRPE) cells that can be used as workhorses to generate L-DOPA and hRPE-conjugated gelatin beads have been implanted into patients with Parkinson’s disease.

### 4.1.6 Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
PLGA is a synthetic polymer and has been approved by the US FDA for use as a drug carrier. It is biocompatible, biodegradable and does not induce neurotoxicity. PLGA has shown immunogenicity in BalB/c mice. PLGA is typically used as a microcarrier for drug delivery. Furthermore, PLGA beads have been used as scaffolds for stem cells.

### 4.2 Key factors that influence stem cell proliferation and differentiation
We have discussed six major types of commonly used biomaterials for brain tissue engineering. Not only should the biomaterials facilitate the delivery of the substance for stroke treatment, but they should also provide a suitable medium for the growth and delivery of stem cells. To promote stem cell proliferation and differentiation, we can further adjust the properties of the materials. In the following section, we will cover four major properties of biomaterials: material size and shape, surface charge and hydrophobicity, surface chemistry and ligand/receptors, and mechano-regulation/material elasticity.
4.2.1 Material size and shape. The sizes and shapes of the materials play an important role in the stem cell–material interactions. For example, the sizes of microcarriers used as scaffolds for cell culture are critical. Earlier studies showed that selecting the appropriate microsphere diameter could affect cell growth kinetics in a bioreactor. In addition, for brain tissue engineering, smaller sized scaffolds can be easily implanted into the brain. For example, Cytodex® 3 has a diameter of approximately 175 μm, whereas gelatin microcarriers have diameters of around 100 μm. Both have been successfully injected into brain tissue. Besides the effect of size, nanotopography has also been shown to be able to guide mesenchymal stem cells towards neuronal differentiation. Recently, another study showed that nanogrooved substrates promoted the direct lineage reprogramming of somatic fibroblasts to induced dopaminergic (iDA) neurons. Joseph M. DeSimone’s group at the University of North Carolina has systematically studied the cellular internalization of micro- and nanoparticles by controlling size, shape and surface chemistry of the particles. They found that under the conditions and maintaining the same surface chemistry, the size and shape of the particles plays a very important role.

4.2.2 Surface charge and hydrophobicity. The surface charge and hydrophobicity of the implanted biomaterials also play an important role. As early as the 1980s, scientists had found that under high shear stress, more HeLa cells attached to microcarriers with positively charged surfaces compared to microcarriers with negatively charged surfaces. In an in vitro DNA release study, researchers found that hydrophilic PLGA microspheres exhibited higher DNA encapsulation efficiency and a faster release rate in comparison with hydrophobic microspheres. In another study, the hydrophobicity of a series of polymeric films was carefully tuned in order to understand the influence of surface characteristics on cellular response. A difference in cell adhesion and growth was clearly seen.

4.2.3 Surface chemistry and ligands. Surface chemistry, especially coating a surface with various extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, has a great impact on stem cell proliferation and differentiation. For example, laminin is known to help stem cells undergo neuronal differentiation. Laminin and fibronectin coated scaffolds improved stem cell survival after implantation. Surface-coated polydopamine enhanced human neural stem cell differentiation and proliferation. Kristi S. Anseth’s group at the University of Colorado has shown that small-molecule functional groups tethered to hydrogels can control human mesenchymal stem cell differentiation into a certain lineage.

4.2.4 Mechano-regulation/material elasticity. In the final part of this section, we will discuss the importance of the mechanical properties of materials on stem cell differentiation. Dennis E. Discher’s group at the University of Pennsylvania originally pointed out that “Matrix elasticity directs stem cell lineage specification”. Ever since their publication in Cell in 2006, over five thousand papers have been published aiming to prove their theory. Among those papers, in one study, inkjet printing (recreating a digital image by propelling droplets of ink onto paper, plastic or other substrates) of hydrogels encapsulated with neural stem cells was explored. Their results showed that neural stem cells favored neural lineages. 3D printing (additive manufacturing) provides us with another dimension for stem cell therapy.

4.3 Application of biomaterials in stem cell transplantation for stroke therapy

Stem cells have been transplanted into the brains of stroke animals, with stunning therapeutic effect, and mixed outcomes have also been observed in preliminary clinical cases. However, the survival rate and disorientation of stem cell differentiation are still major obstacles to guaranteeing the potential for clinical use. Applying biomaterials that have been shown to be beneficial for stem cell growth could increase the potency of stem cell treatment of stroke, as shown in a few successful examples. For instance, although there was no behavioral data to support the symptom-relieving effect, transplantation of neural stem cells supported with a PLGA scaffold reduced the ischemic lesion volume in the cerebral cortex in a rat MCAO model. As mentioned, Yu et al. successfully proved that administration of a complex containing collagen type I and neural stem cells can reduce the neurological stroke score in a rat MCAO model. Another phenomenal finding presented by Jin et al. showed that post-stroke administration of human neural precursor cells supported by matrigel not only reduced the infarct volume in the cerebral cortex following MCAO stroke, but also improved the preferred usage of the healthy limb only in the cylinder test and the learning and memory deficit in the Y-maze. Although there are only several successful reports on the therapeutic effect of combined usage of stem cells and biomaterials, it is expected that more reports will be published. These findings strongly suggest that the combination of biomaterials and stem cells can provide a better therapeutic effect for lesioned animal stroke models than stem cell therapies in isolation.

4.4 Combining cell scaffolds and drug carriers into stem cell therapies for stroke

Pharmacologically active microcarrier (PAM) is an example of combining a cell scaffold and a drug carrier into one. In a recent study, mesenchymal stem cells and VEGF were loaded into PAM. It has been shown to be an effective strategy for repairing the brain damage caused by stroke. PAM was initially developed by Claudia N. Montero-Menei’s group at INSERM, France. It serves as a support for cell culture and a carrier for the controlled delivery of bioactive molecules. In addition to stroke, Claudia N. Montero-Menei’s group also investigated the use of PAM to treat Parkinson’s disease and osteoarthritis. PAM is based on PLGA microcarriers. Other types of biomaterials can be used and even better outcomes are expected to be achieved using the same strategy but with different types of microcarriers. In addition, a limited number of growth factors have been tested, such as VEGF and TGF-β. Further research into the therapeutic effects of a broader array of growth factors is necessary.
factors will be carried out in the near future. A combination of two or more growth factors can be used to achieve much better results for stem cell therapy.

5. Conclusion

Stem cell therapy in stroke is in its infant stage. There are still numerous technical problems and obstacles yet to be solved. Biomaterial based tissue engineering is a promising approach for facilitation of the potency of transplanted stem cells in stroke treatment. However, the safety and biocompatibility of biomaterials are major issues to be considered in order to develop a more promising therapeutic approach for clinical use in stroke therapy. Furthermore, most of the research concerning the combination of biomaterials with stem cell transplantation in in vivo stroke models focuses mainly on cell survival, differentiation, and localization with limited data comparing behavioral outcomes, which have not been clinically reviewed. Another important issue that is worthy of attention is that transplanted stem cells cannot guarantee the formation of the desired neural circuit for functional neurorestoration following stroke. Further investigation is necessary in order to ensure that transplanted stem cells can re-integrate with functional circuitry. Undeniably, stem cell therapy will be developed into a safe and reliable treatment for restoration of brain functions from any form of brain injury, particularly stroke. We expect that more works on stem cell therapy development, including clinical trials, will be published in the near future.
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